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THE INFLUENCE OF GRAIN SIZE ON THE MECHANICAL DAMPING BEHAVIOR OF ALUMINUM

An understanding of the fundamental correlation between grain size and material damping is crucial for the successful
development of structural components offering high strength and good mechanical energy absorption. With this regard, we fabricated aluminum sheets with grain sizes ranging from tens of microns down to 60 nm and investigated their tensile properties and
mechanical damping behavior. An obvious transition of the damping mechanism was observed at nanoscale grain sizes, and the
underlying causes by grain boundaries were interpreted.
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1. Introduction
The relative abundance and high specific strength of aluminum has contributed to its prominence as a structural material
for use in the aerospace [1] and automotive [2] industries. In
both of these industries, mechanical vibration tends to cause
severe damage to the system, necessitating materials with good
damping capacity as well as high strength/stiffness.
Many aluminum alloys, such as those of the 2000 (Al-Cu)
[3], 6000 (Al-Mg-Si) [4] and 7000 series (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu) [5],
have been reported to exhibit good mechanical damping by
virtue of the interaction between dislocations and precipitates.
However, materials exhibiting a high damping capacity usually
also have a low yield stress and fatigue limit [6]. Although attempts have been made to enhance the strength of the matrix
by introducing hard particles (e.g., Al2O3 [7], SiC [8], BaTiO3
[9], TiB2 [10] etc.), the damping capacity of composites below
400 K is not increased as compared to the Al matrix [9]. In order
to achieve an optimal combination of high damping and good
mechanical properties, manipulation of the crystalline structure
has recently been attempted [12,13]. In this approach, a reduction of the quasicrystal grain size of Al-Cu-Fe to nanoscopic
dimensions was reported to significantly increase its damping
capacity, owing to the dissipation of mechanical energy in the
nanostructured quasicrystals [11]. In addition, grain refinement of A356 alloy has also resulted in a simultaneous improvement in the damping capacity and mechanical properties
[12,13].
A great deal of research has been focused on the effect
of grain size on plastic deformation; and yet, its effect on mechanical damping is not well understood. In the present study,

the strengthening behavior and damping capacity of coarse-,
ultrafine- and nano-grained aluminum samples are compared,
so as to investigate the role of grain boundaries in viscoelastic
and plastic deformation.

2. Experimental
Three aluminum sheets, each with a different grain size,
were produced by hot rolling ball-milled or pristine aluminum
powders. High-energy ball milling of the aluminum powder
(~150 μm diameter, 99.5 % in purity) was conducted using an
attrition mill, in which a chamber was charged with aluminum
powder (100 g) and stainless steel balls (~5 mm in diameter,
1500 g) to a ball-to-powder weight ratio of 15:1. This mixture
was then stirred by horizontal impellers attached to a vertical
shaft rotating at 550 rpm under a purified argon atmosphere at
room temperature. Prior to milling, a control agent of 1 wt.%
stearic acid (CH3(CH2)16CO2H) was added to prevent agglomeration and excessive cold welding of the powder during milling,
and the outer surface of the chamber was cooled by circulating
water. By varying the milling time (i.e., 0, 6, and 24 h), three
separate aluminum powders were produced. These were then
packaged in copper tubes with enveloped ends and compacted
under ~200 MPa of pressure at room-temperature. Hot-rolling
of the resulting material to a 12% reduction was conducted at
480°C, the thickness of the samples being ultimately reduced
from 25 to 1.2 mm. Once the desired thickness was achieved,
the copper tube was mechanically removed.
To estimate the grain size of the hot-rolled samples, X-ray
diffraction (XRD, Rigaku, CN2301) with a Cu Kα radiation
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source was utilized. Dog-bone type specimens (gauge length:
7 mm) were prepared from the hot-rolled aluminum sheets for the
quasi-static uniaxial tension tests, which were aimed at investigating the mechanical properties of the hot-rolled sheets at room
temperature. For these tests, an Instron-type machine with a constant crosshead speed and an initial strain rate of 1×10–4 s–1 was
used. The mechanical damping capacities of the samples were
evaluated by a dynamic mechanical thermal analyzer (DMTA)
operating in a tensile oscillating mode, using rectangular plate
samples measuring 20 mm×6 mm×1 mm that were obtained by
machining and polishing. To examine the effects of temperature
(T) and vibration frequency (f) on the damping capacity of each
sample, tests were conducted at temperatures ranging from room
temperature to 300°C, with a 3°C/min heating rate, at vibration
frequencies of 0.5, 10, and 50 Hz.

3. Results and discussion

for 24 h can be calculated from the Scherrer formula [14]
βg (2θ) = 0.9λ/d cos (θ), where βg (2θ) is the breadth of the
peak at half its maximum intensity, λ is the wavelength of the
X-ray radiation used, θ is the Bragg angle, and d is the average
grain size. For those specimens with a grain size greater than
100 nm, the grain size was determined from transmission electron microscope observations, as described in a previous report
[15]. Figure 1(b) shows the mean grain sizes of the specimens
as a function of their milling time. This shows that the grain
size rapidly decreases with increasing milling time up to 6 h
(~150 nm), then progressively saturates with increased milling,
being reduced to ~56 nm after 24 h of milling. The samples
produced from un-milled, 6-h-milled and 24-h-milled powders
are hereafter denoted, respectively, as “coarse-grained” (CG),
“ultrafine-grained” (UFG), and “nano-grained” (NG) on the
basis of their observed grain sizes.
Curves of the tensile true stress (σ) versus true strain (ε)
for each of the samples are plotted in Fig. 2(a), revealing a significant increase in the flow stress as the grain size is reduced.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the hot-rolled specimens
are shown in Fig. 1(a), in which a peak broadening can be
observed to have occurred as a result of the grain refinement
during ball-milling. The mean grain size of the specimen milled
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Fig. 1. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of hot-rolled specimens and (b)
mean grain size as a function of milling time
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Fig. 2. Fig. 2. (a) Tensile true stress (σ) versus true strain (ε) curves,
and (b) shear stress (τ) as a function of grain size (d –1/2), together with
the Hall-Petch relationship
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Furthermore, the NG sample exhibits a yield strength that is 11
times greater than that of the CG sample; the NG aluminum
also exhibits a strain softening under tension due to the plastic
instability developed just after yielding. This effect has been
demonstrated to be a result of shear localization in several
nanocrystalline metals [16], the formation of shear bands being suggested as the dominant feature in the deformation of
nanocrystalline metals and a direct consequence of the limited
work hardening [17]. Consequently, while the CG aluminum
sample shows a large elongation to failure at around 30 %, the
NG aluminum exhibits quite low ductility (~15 %). Owing to this
limited work hardening capacity of NG aluminum, it is prone to
having an early onset plastic instability, thus leading to failure
at a lower plastic elongation.
In Fig. 2(b), the yield stress obtained from the tensile
test of each specimen is plotted as a function of the grain size
(d –1/2), together with the Hall-Petch relationship that is given
as [18]:
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where K is a constant and σ0 is the intrinsic stress resisting dislocation motion in the deforming grains, here 0.2 kg mm–2/3 and
9.8 MPa, respectively. From this, it can be seen that the yield
stress follows the Hall-Petch strengthening behavior quite well
down to a grain size of about 70 nm, which is indicative of lattice
dislocation interactions with grain boundaries.
Interestingly, a positive deviation from the Hall-Petch relation is observed when the grain size is less than 70 nm. As the
grain size is reduced below the dislocation mean free length,
forest dislocations are unlikely to be accumulated within the
grain, thus providing a transition in the deformation mechanism.
Within this transition regime, various deformation mechanisms
compete, with a predominance of twin or grain boundary sliding
leading to a negative deviation from the Hall-Petch slope. For
a variety of face-centered cubic (FCC metals) such as aluminum,
copper, and nickel, deformation behavior has been believed to
be additionally controlled in the form of atomic shuffling at
the grain boundaries, leading to grain rotation or grain boundary sliding in small grains (<20 nm) [16,17,19]. When grain
size is comparable to grain boundary width, stress required
for grain boundary sliding is negligible because of reduced
roughness of slide planes. A portion of grain boundary sliding
contributing to total deformation will increase as grain size is
reduced, providing a decrease in yield stress as the grain size
decreases.
In contrast, this grain boundary sliding is insignificant at
relatively large grain sizes of 50-70 nm. Furthermore, the partial
dislocations and twins occasionally observed in other facecentered cubic (FCC) metals are not dominant due to the low
twin ability and high stacking fault energy of aluminum [19].
Consequently, deformation tends to occur only via the activities
of perfect dislocations, thereby leading to a positive deviation
from the Hall-Petch relation.

The damping capacity (equivalent to internal friction) is the
ability of a material to dissipate its energy during mechanical
vibration under cyclic loading. Hence, the balance of energy
loss (E″, loss modulus) and storage (E′, storage modulus) can be
quantified in terms of a loss tangent (tanΦ), as follows;
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where Φ is the loss angle by which the strain lags behind the
stress [20]. For a perfectly elastic material, Φ is equal to 0 and
σ /ε represents the elastic modulus, thus obeying Hooke’s law.
Since most materials are anelastic, the loss to storage modulus
ratio has to be taken into account. When Φ is equal to 90, the
material is considered to be perfectly viscous, as all mechanical
energy would be dampened.
Damping of crystalline materials can be explained by several mechanisms, including: thermoelastic damping, magnetic
damping, viscous damping, and defect damping [21-24]. The
first three of these mechanisms originate as a consequence of
the bulk response of a material. Defect damping, however, is
an intrinsic factor, and early studies have revealed that it dominates the overall damping of a crystalline material [25-27]. This
intrinsic damping can be mainly attributed to imperfections in
the ordered structure, which include point defects (vacancies or
self-interstitials) [25], line defects (dislocations) [26] and surface
defects (grain boundaries) [27]. Among these, the effect of point
defects is considered to be negligible within the temperature
range of this study (below 300°C), whereas line defects or surface defects are thought to dominate mechanical damping. This
means that the dislocations and grain boundaries are the main
contributors to the overall damping.
Figure 3(a-c) shows tanΦ as a function of temperature for
the CG, UFG, and NG aluminum samples at a test frequency of
0.5, 10, and 50 Hz, respectively. The damping capacity of the
samples generally increases with temperature at all frequencies
because the higher atomic vibration more effectively dissipates
mechanical energy. In the low temperature region, the samples
with the larger grain sizes have a higher damping capacity than
NG aluminum. Interestingly, however, the damping capacity
exhibits a transition temperature, after which the NG aluminum
shows a much higher damping capacity than the UFG and CG
aluminum. This transition temperature, at which the tanΦ value
of NG aluminum begins to exceed that of UFG aluminum, is
plotted as a function of the test frequency in Fig. 3(d), demonstrating that it increases with frequency.
High density of defects of NG aluminum can be considered
as a cause of this transition temperature. As previously reported
[28], severe grain refinement of materials can induce misoriented grains through repetitive straining, and this leads to grain
boundaries with excessive extrinsic dislocations and exhibiting
high-energy non-equilibrium configurations. In these regions of
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Fig. 3. (a-c) tanΦ as a function of temperature for CG, UFG, and NG aluminum at test frequencies of 0.5, 10, and 50 Hz, respectively, and (d)
the transition temperature as a function of frequency

high imperfection density, an externally applied stress may be
capable of causing atomic rearrangement and grain boundary
sliding. If this is indeed the case, then atoms in non-equilibrium
positions would be able to slide by one another, thus resulting
in a viscoelastic-like behavior.
At lower frequencies, dislocations tend to be located at their
low-energy configuration. Furthermore, a weak external stress
cannot compete with the internal stress created by dislocation
pile-ups. At high frequencies and high temperatures, however,
the extrinsic grain boundary dislocations can be scattered quite
effectively by mechanical vibration, thus contributing to mechanical damping. Consequently, the damping capacity of NG
aluminum is superior to that of UFG or CG aluminum at high
temperatures and high frequencies [29]. Moreover, the fact that
the transition temperature shifts to a higher temperature with
increasing frequency further confirms that boundary sliding
becomes the main viscoelastic mechanism. Furthermore, UFG
and NG specimens exhibit a typical internal friction peak while
that NG aluminum is detected at higher temperatures compared
to UFG aluminum. This also implies that the grain boundary
sliding is likely to be responsible for a large portion of damping
in NG aluminum [30].

4. Conclusions
The effect of grain size on the tensile and mechanical
damping behavior of aluminum was investigated for grain sizes
ranging from several micrometers down to ~50 nm. It was found
that when the grain size was reduced below 70 nm, the metal
loses its capacity for plastic deformation via dislocation slip,
instead exhibiting positive yield stress deviations congruent with
Hall-Petch behavior. The damping capacity of this nano-grained
aluminum was also shown to be inferior to that of coarse-grained
samples at low frequency and temperature, but also far exceeded
them once a critical combination of temperature and frequency
was applied. This is attributed to the fact that extrinsic grain
boundary dislocations can scatter mechanical vibration quite
effectively, and thus grain boundary activity can facilitate mechanical damping.
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